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Challenging behaviors significantly impact learning and socialization of autistic children and can stress
and burden their caregivers. Documentation of challenging behaviors is fundamental for identifying what
environmental factors influence them, such as how others respond to a child’s such behaviors. Caregivertracked data on their child’s challenging behaviors can help clinical experts make informed recommendations
about how to manage such behaviors. To support caregivers in recording their children’s challenging behaviors,
we developed GeniAuti, a mobile-based data-collection tool built upon a clinical data collection form to
document challenging behaviors and other clinically relevant contextual information such as place, duration,
intensity, and what triggers such behaviors. Through an open-ended deployment with 19 parent–child pairs
and three expert collaborators, caregivers found GeniAuti valuable for (1) becoming more attentive and
reflective to behavioral contexts, including their own response strategies, (2) discovering positive aspects
of their children’s behaviors, and (3) promoting collaboration with clinical experts around the caregivertracked data to develop tailored intervention strategies for their children. However, participant experiences
surface challenges of logging behaviors in social circumstances, conflicting views between caregivers and
clinical experts around the structured recording process, and emotional struggles resulting from recording
and reflecting on intensely negative experiences. Considering the complex nature of caregiver-based health
tracking and caregiver–clinician collaboration, we suggest design opportunities for facilitating negotiations
between caregivers and clinicians and accounting for caregivers’ emotional needs.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Research suggests that 14-20% of young children engage in challenging behaviors that require
intervention [65]. Both typically developing and autistic children engage in challenging behaviors
such as self-injury and aggression [65], but autistic children show a higher prevalence [36, 63].
Such behaviors can hinder the children’s learning and socialization [33, 60]. Caregivers of children
who exhibit challenging behaviors also experience increased stress, burden of care, and risk of
injury [2, 32, 46]. Therefore, mitigating challenging behaviors can improve both children and their
family’s quality of life.
Documentation of challenging behaviors is fundamental for identifying influencing environmental factors and developing individualized intervention plans [28]. Studies have shown the benefits of
parent training for structured observation and documentation of challenging behaviors in allowing
both caregivers and clinicians to better understand and identify patterns of the child’s challenging
behaviors leading to informed decisions for intervention planning [59, 70]. However, caregivers
experience major challenges in behavioral tracking in daily settings. Even professionals, such as
teachers, often find behavioral tracking burdensome given their other responsibilities [31, 39, 40],
and so do caregivers of autistic children [53, 69], which might lead to lapses in data. In addition,
caregiver–clinician collaboration around children’s behavioral data might break down when the
collected data is less clinically relevant or logged in a non-standard way [55, 85, 86].
To reduce caregiver burdens in behavioral tracking in daily settings and improve collaboration
with clinical experts, we developed GeniAuti, a system that assists caregivers in systematically
tracking their children’s challenging behaviors and their response strategies for data-driven discussion with clinical experts. Inspired by prior research in patient–clinician collaboration around
patient-generated data [15–17, 80, 86] and caregiver-based health tracking [38, 83, 88], GeniAuti
assists caregivers with recording their children’s challenging behaviors to promote collaboration
around caregiver-tracked data. Based on the ABC model—a framework of analyzing behaviors to be
addressed through Antecedent (A), Behavior (B), and Consequence (C) components [28], GeniAuti
allows systematic documentation of challenging behaviors on the fly with the aid of various scaffolding features, such as a speech-to-text feature and a timer widget. With a data-sharing feature
and visualizations showing challenging behavior trends, GeniAuti assists data-driven collaboration
between caregivers and clinical experts.
We conducted an open-ended field deployment of GeniAuti with 19 parent-child pairs and
three expert collaborators, including one psychiatrist and two behavioral therapists, for two to
seven weeks. Our findings showed that participants found benefits to tracking with GeniAuti
in becoming more attentive and reflective to behavioral contexts, including their own response
strategies and discovering positive moments through tracking. In addition, using GeniAuti facilitated
collaborative planning of intervention strategies through offering objective and structured logs that
fit clinical experts’ needs. However, the clinical recommendations imposed in the tracking structure
of GeniAuti and the use of the ABC model occasionally conflicted with caregivers’ viewpoints
about how to best handle children’s care. Although GeniAuti aimed to reduce the burden of logging
challenging behaviors, participants still found the burden significant due to social circumstances
and often found the process emotionally exhausting. In addition, data review through GeniAuti
occasionally led caregivers and clinical experts to surface conflicting views around the causes
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of children’s challenging behaviors and disagreements around what advice to follow. Our work
suggests opportunities and challenges in caregiver–clinician collaboration to support caregivers
engaging in emotion-laden tracking by recognizing all stakeholders’ needs in behavioral care,
promoting negotiations between caregivers and clinicians to close the perspective gap, listening to
caregivers’ emotional needs, and helping recognize positive moments.
The key contributions of this work include:
• The design of GeniAuti, a system for caregivers to track and monitor the challenging behaviors
of autistic children through scaffolded entry built on the ABC model [28] as well as other
clinically relevant contextual information such as duration, place, intensity, and functions
(i.e., cause) and data-sharing with clinical experts.
• Opportunities and challenges of caregivers’ tracking of challenging behaviors through 19
participant experiences using GeniAuti for two to seven weeks. Despite the perceived value
of data-driven collaboration with clinical experts based on systematically tracked data,
participant experiences surface conflicting views between caregivers and clinical experts on
how to interpret challenging behaviors and emotional distress resulting from recording and
reflecting on repetitive, negative past experiences.
• Design recommendations for tracking tools designed for caregivers to manage a child’s
behavioral challenges, specifically ensuring all stakeholders’ data needs are recognized in
behavioral care, facilitating caregiver–clinician negotiations and discussions to learn about
each other’s perspective, listening to caregivers’ emotional needs, and supporting celebration
and learning from successful improvements.
2

BACKGROUND: CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS AND INTERVENTIONS

Challenging behaviors are those whose intensity, frequency, or duration is likely to threaten the
quality of life or physical safety of an individual or others [23]. Research has suggested that both
typically developing and autistic children engage in challenging behaviors such as self-injury and
aggression [65], but autistic children show a higher prevalence [36, 63]. However, studies show
large discrepancies in the prevalence rates due to the variations across studies in terms of definitions
of challenging behavior, assessment measures used, and population [33, 63].
General categories of challenging behaviors include aggression, tantrums, noncompliance, selfinjury, and property destruction [23]. Challenging behaviors can hinder children’s learning and
socialization, as children who exhibit challenging behaviors are vulnerable to exclusion from
classrooms, local services, and peer groups [33, 60]. Caregivers of autistic children who exhibit
challenging behaviors also experience increased stress, increased burden of care, and risk of injury
[2, 32, 46]. Therefore, mitigating challenging behaviors in autistic children can improve both
children and their family’s quality of life.
To develop individualized intervention plans to address challenging behaviors, clinical experts
first assess what factors cause such behaviors (function) [10, 18, 21]. Common functions (i.e.,
causes) for challenging behaviors include a desire for attention, access to preferred tangibles or
activities, avoidance of demands to engage in non-preferred activities, and sensory stimulation
[21, 58]. The initial step of identifying function is to observe and keep track of target behaviors
in a systematic way. The ABC model is the most frequently used instrument in clinical settings
for keeping track of behaviors, breaking down an event into antecedent (A), behavior (B), and
consequence (C) [21, 28]. The Antecedent (A) refers to what happened right before the challenging
behavior. Behavior (B) refers to the challenging behavior being targeted. Consequence (C) refers
to what happened right after the challenging behavior as a result. Tracking this information
allows clinical experts to develop a hypothesis, identify what triggers and maintains the behaviors
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(antecedent or consequence), and devise intervention strategies by directly modifying antecedents
and consequences that maintain the behaviors [22, 71].
Research has shown the effectiveness of actively involving caregivers in challenging behavior
interventions in increasing the generalization of skills learned through intervention to daily settings
[9, 59], and sustainability of the effects of interventions [9]. Therefore, most behavioral intervention
programs include parent training to collaborate with caregivers as co-therapists [61, 79]. Training
caregivers to observe and collect behavioral data is one of the core components of the parent training
programs to address challenging behaviors. While collecting data through direct observation by
trained experts is considered the gold standard for challenging behavior assessment and intervention
[29], caregivers’ behavioral data collection in everyday lives can allow for more frequent observation
in more natural settings [64, 79]. Caregivers’ behavioral data collection not only helps clinical
experts make informed decisions about how to deal with challenging behaviors but also empowers
caregivers to take an active role in the challenging behaviors interventions [59, 70].
3

RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review previous research in personal tracking and patient–clinician collaboration. Next, we discuss the benefits and challenges of caregiver-based tracking. Lastly, we
examine prior studies for tracking autistic children’s behaviors and identify a gap in supporting
behavioral tracking practices of caregivers in daily settings.
3.1

Personal Health Tracking and Patient–Clinician Collaboration

Personal informatics systems, which aim to help people understand their habits, such as their health,
have primarily focused on individuals’ tracking practices by helping them engage in self-reflection
and gain self-knowledge [50, 51]. However, researchers in this area are increasingly supporting
more collective and collaborative tracking practices by considering the roles of caregivers, such
as family members and clinicians in self-tracking practices [24, 66, 75]. Self-tracking research
has frequently pointed to different stages of use and goals for tracking technology, including
when and how data is collected and reflected on [25, 50]. People have different preferred styles
of engagement in personal tracking, including directive (aiming to achieve goals), documentary
(aiming to collect a record), and diagnostic (aiming to find patterns) [78]. These styles then influence
their use of tracking technology (e.g., frequency, depth of engagement) and desired features [25].
While numerous studies have demonstrated the benefits of personal tracking in achieving a health
goal such as gaining self-knowledge, managing chronic conditions, or behavior change, recent
studies described the emotional load that may be involved in personal tracking, particularly when
individuals attempt to make sense of complex health conditions with great uncertainty or social
stigma [3, 4, 19, 20].
As many self-trackers struggle to make sense of their health data, people increasingly seek help
from their clinical experts [15–17, 42, 43, 80, 86, 89]. Involving and collaborating with clinicians in
reviewing patient-tracked data can help both patients and clinicians better contextualize patients’
symptoms, support diagnosis, personalize treatment plans, and increase patient adherence [15–
17, 42, 43, 80]. However, clinicians often confront challenges when attempting to review patienttracked data. Clinicians sometimes question the clinical relevance of the data or have concerns
around the accuracy of the data [15, 86, 89]. In addition, they often lack time to review a large
amount of data in time-constrained visits [15, 16, 42, 43, 80, 89]. In this sense, Chung et al. have
characterized personal tracking data in patient–clinician collaboration as boundary negotiating
artifacts [47] to mediate different spheres of expertise between patients and clinicians [16].
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Caregiver-Based Health Tracking

HCI research has shown the benefits of caregivers’ tracking in monitoring and assessing care
recipients’ health. Caregiver-tracked data can help enhance caregivers’ understanding of their
children’s health and facilitate communication with clinicians [38, 83, 85] to develop personalized
care plans. Most prior systems for caregivers have focused on care recipients’ behaviors and health
status while paying less attention to the impacts of caregiving activities on their family members’
health. However, a few recent systems emphasized the role of caregiving activities on children’s
behaviors and health status. For example, Yamashita et al. [88] proposed a tracking system for
caregivers taking care of a depressed family member, identifying that tracking caregivers’ behaviors
as well as care recipients’ conditions can assist caregivers in developing better response strategies.
Jo et al. [34] proposed a mealtime assistant application for monitoring parent–child mealtime
conversation and food intake and demonstrated that caregivers’ verbal responses and behaviors
significantly impact children’s eating behaviors.
Despite the benefits of caregiver-tracked data, there are unique challenges associated with
collecting and utilizing such data. First of all, caregivers often find it challenging to continuously
collect data related to their child’s health due to their hectic lives [38, 83]. To lower caregivers’
data-collection burden, several automatic tools have been proposed to collect physiological sensing
data [14, 87] or capture videos of behavioral incidents at home [68, 69]. However, since complete
automation of data collection might undermine individuals’ self-awareness, researchers have argued
the need for balancing manual and automatic tracking [12, 62].
In addition, caregivers might have insufficient knowledge to properly identify and document
moments that experts would find it important to capture [7, 38]. Therefore, caregivers often
need to collaborate with clinicians when tracking their child’s health. Research has emphasized
the importance of facilitating data-mediated communication between caregivers and clinicians
[7, 81, 85]. Specifically, researchers have demonstrated that technological support such as data
visualization could promote discussion between caregivers and clinicians by providing visual
references and an overview of behavioral data [44, 45, 48].
3.3

Tracking Autistic Children’s Behaviors

HCI researchers have long sought to better support tracking autistic children’s behaviors to assist
early diagnosis of developmental disorders [14, 87], better contextualize stereotypical behaviors
[1, 67], or intervene around challenging behaviors [68, 76]. Prior work has emphasized a need
to reduce the data-collection burden given other responsibilities of caregivers and experts. As
part of an effort to minimize data collection burden, HCI researchers have aimed to automate the
behavioral data-collection process using automated video capture [31, 39, 68, 69], physiological or
motion sensors [76, 87], and the combination of both approaches [1, 67, 87]. These systems have
been proposed for a variety of settings such as therapy settings [39, 40], school settings [31], and
home settings [68, 69] to support behavioral tracking.
However, despite minimizing capture burden, previous studies on automatic behavioral datacollection methods pose several challenges to be used in daily settings, such as privacy concerns
[30, 31, 67–69], obtrusiveness, especially for autistic individuals who have sensory difficulties
[67, 76], inability to capture contextual information that is subjective and qualitative in nature
[12, 54, 56], and inefficiency due to autistic individuals’ highly variable behavioral patterns [1].
Therefore, manual capture is still widely used in autism behavioral health [55–57].
Research has also highlighted that behavioral tracking tools should consider collaboration among
various stakeholders (e.g., multiple caregivers, teachers, therapists, and clinicians) taking care of
neurodiverse children [44, 45, 48, 54–56, 77]. Past work has highlighted the importance of systematic
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data collection to assist collaborative efforts among such diverse stakeholders since behavioral data
collected through unstandardized methods is difficult to be reviewed and analyzed collaboratively
[52, 56, 85, 86]. Specifically, to facilitate caregiver–clinician collaboration, studies have shown the
value of translating structured clinical data collection forms into technology that provides better
accessible ways to collect and reflect on data [38, 55, 83].
Having better access to data collection and reflection is also critical in collaborative behavioral
tracking [31, 52, 54–56]. Marcu et al. [56] found that paper-based data collection methods, which
are pervasively used in special education settings, often make it difficult for various types of
practitioners to collaboratively collect and reflect on the behavioral data of students. Therefore,
they highlighted a significant opportunity for technology to streamline the process from collecting
to using behavioral data by making it more systematic and accessible to multiple stakeholders.
Relevant systems in supporting children’s behavioral data collection have primarily focused on
minimizing data capture burden through automation [31, 68, 69] and improving the accuracy of
data collection [31, 39]. Despite the potential benefits of manual tracking in capturing subjective,
contextual information [12, 54] and increasing self-awareness of caregivers [88], there have been
few studies examining caregivers’ perspectives on manually logging their children’s challenging
behaviors. Based on the findings in collaborative reflection [54–56, 77], we see an opportunity for
technology to support caregivers’ manual tracking with the support of structured data collection
as well as providing easy access in daily settings. Therefore, in this work, we primarily leveraged
structured manual tracking in GeniAuti for caregivers to improve self-awareness and gain selfinsights through data collection in daily settings.
4

SYSTEM DESIGN

Based on an iterative design process to understand caregivers’ challenges and needs in tracking
challenging behaviors, we present GeniAuti, a mobile application for structured data collection
to support caregivers to systematically track challenging behaviors based on the ABC model. We
describe the details of the features of GeniAuti, such as scaffolded data collection, data-assisted
reflection with statistics and visualizations, and data sharing among different stakeholders.
4.1

Design Process

GeniAuti was designed through an iterative design process from 2018 to 2020. The design process
consisted of two parts. We first conducted semi-structured interviews with three clinical experts,
including two psychiatrists and a therapist, to identify challenges they often faced when consulting
caregivers of children with developmental challenges. Interview questions surfaced the difficulties
caregivers experience in the care process, types of information the experts needed to understand
the context of behaviors, and what design opportunities should be considered. We found that a
main obstacle caregivers faced in tracking was their multiple responsibilities. For instance, when a
child exhibits challenging behavior, a caregiver has to balance intervening in the child’s behavior
for safety with recording the incident. Therefore, while it is important to track of each incident
at the moment, tracking at the moment might amplify a caregiving burden. The clinical experts
noted that caregiver-tracked data on challenging behaviors should gather more information relative
to their current practice, such as type, function (i.e., cause), and intensity. They also suggested
the need for considering ways to quickly identify behavioral patterns from the caregiver-tracked
data. Based on the findings of the study, we have proposed the concept of GeniAuti [13] with a
low-fidelity prototype to help caregivers record challenging behaviors based on the ABC model.
To further understand the experiences of caregivers, we then interviewed six caregivers of
autistic children and children with intellectual disabilities. Interview questions were similar to the
interviews with clinical experts but focused on their first-hand experiences as primary caregivers
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of their children’s behavioral health. Caregivers reiterated the need for supporting data collection
on the fly. In addition, they also wanted to collect a specific set of information in a structured
manner. Since many of the caregivers were still in the process of figuring out why their children
were showing certain challenging behaviors, they hoped to log as much information as they can,
including descriptions of the behavior, duration, and frequency. They often used a simple memo
app for tracking behavioral data. However, they found it difficult to get an overall trend of such
free-form journal entries. Lastly, caregivers frequently mentioned that it was challenging to share
behavioral data among multiple stakeholders. Oftentimes, a number of stakeholders such as cocaregivers, therapists, and special education staff were involved in children’s behavioral health.
However, the information sharing and care coordination responsibilities were centralized to a single
primary caregiver on top of other caregiving responsibilities. Therefore, they found keeping track
of behavioral data particularly important as it allowed them to share with multiple stakeholders
based on records rather than verbally describing it each time.
Based on the findings of the formative study, we developed four main design principles for challenging behavior tracking tools for caregivers. First, behavioral data collection tools should facilitate
structured data collection. Specifically, leveraging structured clinical data collection forms can help
caregivers collect detailed behavioral data that aligns with clinical experts’ needs in a systematic
way. Second, challenging behavior tracking should be scaffolded to support in-situ data collection.
Scaffolding features, such as a timer, preregistering options, and voice recognition, can offload the
logging burden and make the recording process more efficient. Third, both caregivers and clinical
experts need support for quickly examining behavioral patterns from the caregiver-tracked data.
Data visualizations can provide an effective summary of behavioral data that can help caregivers
and clinical experts collaboratively identify the patterns of behavioral data. Fourth, data sharing
needs to be supported to facilitate collaboration among different stakeholders. Providing multiple
stakeholders such as co-caregivers and clinical experts with access to caregiver-tracked data can
offload caregivers’ burden on sharing information and facilitate caregiver–clinician collaboration.
4.2

System Design

4.2.1 System Overview. In this section, we describe the features and implementation of GeniAuti.
When a child shows challenging behavior, users (primary caregivers) record the details of the
context associated with the behavior through the GeniAuti mobile application. Through a timer
widget on the home screen (Figure 1b), users can immediately timestamp when their children show
challenging behaviors and are sent to the logging screen in GeniAuti once they stop the timer to
guide them to fill out the other information at their conveniences, such as place, ABC information,
type, intensity, and perceived functions (a desire for attention, access to preferred tangibles or
activities, avoidance of demands to engage in non-preferred activities, and sensory stimulation
[21, 58]). For repetitive behavioral patterns, users can register them as ‘frequent behavior’ (Figure 1c)
and create a new item with minimal effort afterward with the preregistered data. After users
complete recording, GeniAuti generates a behavioral card for each behavior (Figure 3a). GeniAuti
also provides descriptive statistics and charts (Figure 3c) summarizing daily, weekly, and monthly
patterns of accumulated data. Users can access these cards, statistics, and charts through their
smartphones. An invitation code (Figure 3d) allows them to share the behavioral data of children
with other caregivers. The detailed design of the app is described below.
4.2.2 Scaffolded Data Collection. GeniAuti allows users to track children’s behaviors based on the
structure specifically designed to record challenging behaviors. Users can start logging a new item
either by registering a new behavior or utilizing a ‘frequent behavior,’ explained below (Figure 1c).
To register a new behavior, users first enter data in the following order: time (duration), location, and
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Fig. 1. Logging process: (a) Create a new data entry by clicking on the plus icon in the main screen, (b) Start
and stop the timer widget, (c) Start logging data either by selecting one of the preregistered behaviors (i.e.,
frequent behaviors) or creating a record for a new behavior.

Fig. 2. (a) Specifying types, (b) Evaluating the intensity, (c) Describing an antecedent, and (d) Indicating
functions of challenging behavior

title of the challenging behavior (see Figure 2). Then, they record the ABC information (Antecedent,
Behavior, Consequence [28]) of the challenging behavior either by manually typing or through a
voice-recognition feature (Figure 2c). After recording the ABC information, users select the type
of behavior among eight categories (e.g., self-injury, aggression, destruction, etc.) [23] (Figure 2a)
and rate the intensity based on a 5-point Likert scale (Figure 2b). Lastly, users specify what they
think caused the behavior among common functions suggested by prior studies [21, 58] (Figure 2d).
These predefined data fields allow caregivers to log all important information about the context of
challenging behaviors. Upon completing the recording process, GeniAuti generates a new ‘behavior
card’ (Figure 3a) for the users to review.
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Fig. 3. (a) Behavioral card created after completing a data entry, (b) Calendar-based data browsing, (c)
Descriptive statistics and charts, (d) Invitation code for data sharing

4.2.3 Data Capture on the Fly. To facilitate caregivers in tracking challenging behaviors on the
fly in daily settings, we implement the following features. First, we developed a speech-to-text
feature for recording the ABC information to enable recording even when caregivers’ hands are
busy. Users can verbally state the ABC information, and then the system converts it into text
(Figure 2c). Second, we developed a timer widget that allows users to timestamp with a single
tap when challenging behaviors occur (Figure 1b). When a child starts to hit others, for example,
a caregiver can immediately start the timer on the home screen of their smartphone and stop it
when the child calms down. Then, users are sent to the logging screen (Figure 2) to fill out the
other information—such as place, ABC information, type, intensity, and perceived functions—at
their convenience. Third, we developed a ‘frequent behavior’ feature (Figure 1c) to allow users to
utilize preregistered data for recurring challenging behaviors. If a user saves an item as a ‘frequent
behavior,’ they can create a new item with minimal effort afterward, as the tracker entries are
automatically filled with preregistered data. When a user attempts to create a new entry, they can
access the frequent behaviors that they have registered or register a new behavior in the app.
4.2.4 Data-Assisted Reflection with Statistics and Visualizations. Users can review their data through
a calendar view (Figure 3b). GeniAuti presents a small dot under the date on which the behaviors
were recorded, so users can explore specific dates of interest. Upon clicking on a specific date,
users can access the behavioral card that provides all the details of the logged item. If users
have specific episodes they would like to surface in an upcoming clinical consultation, they can
mark the behavioral card with a star icon so that it is highlighted in the calendar (Figure 3b).
In addition, GeniAuti provides statistics and visualizations to summarize the overall patterns of
the behavioral data. The ‘Charts’ tab (Figure 3c) contains daily, weekly, and monthly charts on
challenging behaviors for users to identify trends and patterns, and it provides descriptive statistics
on the total number, average duration, and average intensity of challenging behaviors. Furthermore,
histograms are presented to visualize the frequency, functions, types, and locations of challenging
behaviors.
4.2.5 Data Sharing among Different Stakeholders. GeniAuti provides a data-sharing feature to
facilitate data-mediated communication among caregivers and clinical experts. Users can share
the child’s data with other caregivers, teachers, therapists, or clinicians through an invitation code
(Figure 3d). When others enter the invitation code (Figure 3d) when registering a new child in
their app, they can access the accumulated data and record data about the child as well. Users can
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register multiple children. For example, clinical experts or teachers can register multiple children
and easily switch between them in the ‘Profile’ tab.
4.3

Implementation

GeniAuti was implemented on Android OS. To convert voice recordings to text, Google Speech-ToText API was used. All tracking data was saved in a backend Google Firebase database, which also
facilitated the sharing feature through shared invitation codes. For clinical experts, we provided an
additional dashboard as an interactive Google spreadsheet, which they actively used for reviewing
the caregiver-tracked data through GeniAuti.
5

STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

We conducted an open-ended field deployment with 19 parent-child pairs and three expert collaborators who have regularly seen the children at their clinical visits. The goal of the study was to
identify the benefits and challenges of supporting caregivers’ behavioral tracking through technology in daily settings and how GeniAuti supported or interfered with the process of addressing
challenging behaviors. As every child shows different types of challenging behaviors and the ways
in which caregivers deal with them differ, we did not instruct caregivers on how to use the app,
including how long to engage with tracking, what behavior to track, and how frequently to record.
Therefore, each caregiver and clinician was able to devise tailored intervention plans for each
child’s challenging behaviors.
5.1

Participants

We recruited primary caregivers of children who were exhibiting challenging behaviors from
the Child & Adolescent Psychiatry and Behavior & Development Center at the National Center
for Mental Health in Seoul, Korea (Hospital A) and the Psychiatry Department at the Dongguk
University Ilsan Hospital in Goyang, Korea (Hospital B). The Behavior & Development Center
at Hospital A is dedicated to providing interventions to assist children who have developmental
challenges and experience difficulties in daily lives due to challenging behaviors such as self-injury
or aggression based on applied behavior analysis (ABA) [6, 18, 59]. We closely worked with three
clinical experts, including one psychiatrist (E1) and two behavioral therapists (E2-E3). E1 worked
for the Child & Adolescent Psychiatry at Hospital A and moved to Hospital B in the middle of the
study. E2 (a Board-Certified Behavior Analyst, BCBA) and E3 (a behavioral therapist) worked at
Behavior & Development Center at Hospital A and practiced behavioral therapy based on ABA.
E1-E3 assessed the eligibility of caregivers who they were working with based on the caregivers’
bandwidth to participate and their children’s challenging behaviors. Then, they asked caregivers
who met the eligibility criteria if they would be interested in participating in this study. If caregivers
indicated interest, the research team contacted them via call or had a short meeting when they
visited for their children’s consultations.
In the summer of 2019, eight participants (P1–P8) were enrolled through Hospital A. In addition,
a year later, in the summer of 2020, after the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, seven participants
(P9–P10, P15–P19) were enrolled through Hospital A and four (P11–P14) through Hospital B. Ten
children of participants (P9–P17, P19) were formally diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). The rest of the children had not been formally diagnosed with ASD, but clinical experts
suspected that they had ASD. The majority of the children had limited verbal communication
abilities. All participants were mothers who self-identified as primary caregivers—who spend the
most time with their children and plan for their intervention plans with providers—and self-reported
that their children had exhibited at least one challenging behavior. The participants’ ages ranged
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Table 1. Participant demographics, clinical contexts, duration of app use, and number of entries created
Caregiver Demographics
P1 (F, 39)
P2 (F, 40)
P3 (F, 42)
P4 (F, 40)
P5 (F, 42)
P6 (F, 47)
P7 (F, 39)
P8 (F, 46)
P9 (F, 46)
P10 (F, 40)
P11 (F, 39)
P12 (F, 50)
P13 (F, 41)
P14 (F, 47)
P15 (F, 44)
P16 (F, 38)
P17 (F, 45)
P18 (F, 45)
P19 (F, 38)

Child Demographics Hospital
M, 5
M, 8
F, 6
M, 5
M, 6
M, 11
M, 10
F, 14
M, 17
M, 15
M, 11
M, 11
F, 8
M, 10
M, 10
M, 4
F, 5
M, 18
M, 8

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
A

Clinical Consultant

Days of App Use

Entries Created

E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E1
E2
E3
E1
E1
E1
E1
E3
E3
E2
E2
E2

19
19
35
24
12
10
15
14
37
67
46
56
29
21
35
30
13
7
12

31
7
11
12
57
9
11
41
23
33
37
16
26
31
148
32
3
4
2

from 38 to 50 years (mean age=42.5). Their children included 4 females and 15 males between the
ages of 4 and 18 years (mean age=9.6).
As we did not instruct caregivers on how long to engage with tracking, the duration of study
participation varied depending on each participant’s willingness to use the system and/or the
clinical experts’ recommendations (Table 1). The average length of study participation was 26.4
days (SD=16.4). Over the course of the study period, each participant created 28.1 data entries on
average (SD=32.7). The largest number of total data entries was 148 (P15), and the smallest was 2
(P19). P# denotes caregiver participants.
Previous experiences with collecting data on their children’s challenging behaviors were varied by
participants. Five participants reported that they had never documented their children’s challenging
behaviors. Twelve participants had used several paper-based methods, such as a diary and a desk
calendar, an assignment book obtained from a child’s school (P6), and the ABC form distributed by
Hospital A (P9-P10). Only four participants had used computer-assisted methods, such as a note
app (P7, P13), a journaling app (P16), and video recording (P3).
Four participants (P1–P3, P9) were relatively familiar with the ABC model, as they had completed
a parental training program run by Hospital A when they started participating in the study. One
participant (P8) was in the middle of taking the parental training at Hospital A, and five (P15–P19)
started taking Hospital A’s virtual parental training program when they started participating in
the study. Eight participants (P4–P7, P10–P11, P13–P14) were relatively unfamiliar with the ABC
model, as they had never taken relevant parental training.
Our participants were not given any monetary incentive for their participation; however, our
expert collaborators offered complimentary sessions allowing in-depth discussion of the caregivertracked data as benefits for participants. This study was approved by the Institutional Review
Boards of Hospital A and Hospital B, and informed consent was obtained from each participant.
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Study Procedures

The study procedures consisted of interviews, observation of clinical sessions, and field deployment
of GeniAuti. Before participants started to use GeniAuti, we introduced them to the concept and
features of GeniAuti, asked about the kind of behaviors they would like to track, and had them fill
out a short survey regarding their experiences in tracking challenging behaviors and parent-training
programs. Then, participants used GeniAuti in their daily lives to track their child’s challenging
behaviors for 2–7 weeks, depending on each participant’s willingness to use the system and/or
the clinical experts’ recommendations (Table 1). Since we hoped to explore the kind of behaviors
that caregivers considered challenging, we asked them to record all types of behaviors that they
considered challenging at first without providing specific guidelines. We then suggested that
caregivers select one to two kinds of behaviors that had caused significant challenges to the daily
lives of their children and the family. Then, clinical experts guided them to focus on tracking one
or two behaviors that require behavioral intervention.
Twelve caregivers whose children were regular outpatients at Hospital A (P1–P8) and Hospital
B (P11–P14) used GeniAuti for consulting with their psychiatrist during their in-person clinical
visits. For these caregivers, E1 provided two to three in-person complimentary clinical sessions to
debrief them on the data collected through GeniAuti. During the sessions, E1 briefly introduced
the functions of challenging behaviors and the ABC model for those who had never taken any
relevant parental training. The three authors alternately observed each clinical session and created
observational field notes. On the other hand, the other seven caregivers (P9–P10, P15–P19) used
GeniAuti to consult with their behavioral therapists (E2 and E3) while participating in the remote
parent-training program. The parent-training program was developed and run by behavioral
therapists at Hospital A in 2020 to help children with developmental disorders and their caregivers
who had been impacted by the suspension of therapy programs after the COVID-19 outbreak. The
impact of the remote parent-training program is outside the scope of this study. E2 and E3 were in
charge of the parent-training program run by the Behavior & Development Center at Hospital A
and provided four debriefing sessions on the caregiver-tracked data during the study. Due to the
COVID-19 outbreak, the debriefing sessions were conducted remotely via phone or video calls.
Lastly, we conducted an hour-long exit interview with each participant to gain detailed information about the participants’ tracking experiences with GeniAuti.
5.3

Data Analysis

We conducted a quantitative analysis by calculating descriptive statistics from GeniAuti usage
logs to understand the overall patterns of system usage, the duration and intensity of challenging
behaviors, and whether and with whom our participants shared data. For the qualitative analysis,
interview sessions were audio-recorded and transcribed, and observational field notes for each
clinical session were created to capture caregiver—clinician communication. The three researchers
engaged in several rounds of open coding using a spreadsheet. Then, the team of authors conducted
a thematic analysis [8] to identify and iteratively revise overarching patterns and themes through
several rounds of peer-debriefing meetings. We also had several meetings with our expert collaborators to discuss the themes and to understand the benefits and challenges of GeniAuti from their
perspectives.
5.4

Limitations and Future Work
• Not all autistic individuals experience behavioral challenges. Our work is focused on a specific
population where participants had autistic children with limited verbal communication skills
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and engaged in challenging behaviors. Thus, their experiences do not represent all autistic
people’s experiences, and our findings cannot be generalized to all autistic populations.
• Since our work is the first exploration into collaborative data-driven intervention for challenging behaviors in the CSCW community, we decided to focus on clinical experts and
caregivers first. A question in this space is how to engage children who have limited verbal
communication skills in the design process for their behavioral care. Engaging autistic children as care recipients would greatly help advance the understanding of the full picture of
behavioral challenge care in the future. Previous studies have shown the value of developing
ways to better engage autistic children and adolescents in their mental and behavioral health
care [26, 41]. We see value in engaging autistic children in future work.
6

FINDINGS

In this section, we first examine the usage patterns of GeniAuti, including the number of data
entries, kinds of challenging behaviors recorded, and duration and intensity of logged challenging
behaviors. We also discuss how many participants used the data-sharing feature and with whom.
Next, we present the qualitative findings of the study, paying particular attention to the benefits
and challenges that caregivers experienced in each stage of tracking.
During the study period, our participants recorded various kinds of challenging behaviors through
GeniAuti, including aggression (e.g., biting others’ arms, hitting others, throwing things, yelling and
crying), self-injury (e.g., banging one’s head against the wall/on the floor, hitting one’s head), and
stereotypical behaviors (e.g., repeating the same words, putting a finger in the anus). As most therapy
programs or schools have changed to online or were closed during the COVID-19 times, there were
greater needs for caregivers to monitor and deal with their children’s challenging behaviors at
home. Many children started to show new challenging behaviors during the COVID-19 outbreak as
their daily routines were interrupted. P12’s child started to show head-butting behaviors, which P12
perceived were caused by the stress of not being able to go anywhere. Similarly, P9 also reported that
her child’s inappropriate urination was aggravated as he abruptly gained weight staying at home for
extended periods. P13 noted that her child came to engage in more kinds of challenging behaviors
compared to the pre-pandemic period, including ‘throwing things,’ ‘inappropriate urination,’ ‘putting
a finger in the anus,’ and ‘taking off shoes or clothes.’
As for the duration of all logged items, the average length across participants was 14.7 minutes
(SD=6.7). The shortest was 5.9 minutes (P5), and the longest was 31.7 minutes (P10). Our participants
subjectively assessed the intensity of challenging behaviors exhibited by their child based on a
5-point Likert scale (from very weak to very strong) (mean=3.2). The most frequent rating was
4 (n=208), and the least frequent rating was 1 (n=11). When we asked participants about their
criteria for rating the intensity during the interview, they mentioned the duration (P11, P12, P14,
P15, P16, P19), the intensity of aggression (P11, P15), the volume of crying (P17, P19), the number
of simultaneously exhibited behavioral patterns (P15, P18), the degree of potential harm to others
(P10, P13), and whether caregivers felt that they could cope with the behavior (P12).
Eleven out of nineteen participants shared their child’s behavioral data with others using the
data-sharing feature. Two shared the data with family members, and seven shared it with the
behavioral therapists who were active collaborators of our study (E2, E3) for the virtual parental
training sessions. Two shared the data with a physical therapist or personal care attendants.
The qualitative analysis of interviews and observational notes revealed the lived experiences
of caring for children exhibiting challenging behaviors. Overall, caregivers found using GeniAuti
helped them become more attentive and reflective to behavioral contexts and discover positive moments through tracking. In addition, using GeniAuti facilitated collaborative intervention planning
through clinically structured caregiver-tracked data. However, the use of GeniAuti also revealed
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challenges of caregivers in collecting behavioral data in social circumstances and conflicting views
of caregivers and clinical experts on interpreting challenging behaviors. We present our findings
highlighting the benefits and challenges in each stage of caregivers’ tracking experiences.
6.1

Becoming More Attentive and Reflective to Behavioral Contexts

In general, we found the characteristics of GeniAuti allowed caregivers to engage in data-driven
reflective practices throughout the tracking process. Although the majority of the participants
(N=14) indicated that they had previously documented their children’s challenging behaviors using
either paper-based methods (N=12) or general-purpose technology (N=4), all indicated that they
had not been able to log data consistently nor organize data in a structured manner. The majority
of the participants had used unstructured methods such as a pocket notepad or a simple memo app.
Using GeniAuti, most of our participants frequently logged data (average number of logged items
per day = 0.94) throughout the study period. Caregivers were able to integrate GeniAuti easily into
their technology use routines throughout the day, which facilitated reflecting and understanding
their children’s challenging behaviors. For example, P17 liked that she was able to review her data
at a time and place that worked best for her to reflect back on what kind of challenging behaviors
her child showed that day, describing, “I think it was convenient that GeniAuti was a mobile app.
I could easily log data lying on my bed using my smartphone after my child fell asleep.” P5 also
liked having access to descriptive statistics and visualizations of her tracking data for longer-term
reflection whenever she wants.
In addition, building on a clinical data collection structure, the ABC model, GeniAuti provided
participants a structure to log their children’s challenging behaviors in a more systematic way. Six
participants (P1, P3, P7, P8, P12, P15) said they benefited from the ABC model-based structure. P12
appreciated that GeniAuti enabled her to log data in a more detailed way relative to her previous
practice: “When writing in a notebook, I use to write down the behavior my son showed only without
much detail. It was helpful to write down what happened before the behavior and how I responded
step-by-step.” Similarly, P7 said, “When I write them down on a blank page, it turns out pretty vague.
By having a predefined list to fill out, I felt my recording became more systematic.” P1 also mentioned
that it was a lot easier for her to understand the behavioral incidents later because of the structure.
Such constant and systematic tracking practices with GeniAuti enabled caregivers to become
more reflective on the potential causes of their children’s challenging behaviors. P17 came to
observe her child’s behaviors more carefully in her daily life. P2 and P6 said they came to organize
their thoughts on what often caused their child’s challenging behaviors while logging data. P9
and P18 noted they became more motivated to look for the causes of their children’s challenging
behaviors after using GeniAuti. P9 stated, “Actually, I had almost given up figuring out why my child
was showing such behaviors before the study. It was meaningful that I came to make constant efforts
to look for the causes of my son’s challenging behaviors while logging data.”
During the course of the study, eleven participants (P1, P2, P4, P5, P7, P8, P12, P18) were able
to identify potential causes of their child’s challenging behaviors through using GeniAuti. For
example, P1 identified multiple causes of her children’s challenging behaviors: “I had thought the
only reason that he showed the head-butting behavior was because he got anxious when a phone
rang, but I discovered he often butted his head when he got upset when playing with his sister as
well.” Similarly, P18 found GeniAuti helpful for discovering new potential causes of her child’s
challenging behaviors: “I had thought my child lost his temper due to sensory stimulation from the
zombie videos that he liked, but I realized that many times, he had angry outbursts when he wasn’t
able to get something.” Some participants mentioned specific features of GeniAuti that helped them
gain new insights into the patterns of their children’s challenging behaviors. Timestamping helped
P12 figure out when her child was most likely to show challenging behaviors: “I kept wondering if
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my son’s crying was just a tantrum or excessive arousal, and by logging data, I realized he mostly cried
at around 4 to 5 PM when he got tired and sleepy.” Similarly, through comparing records between
days with the frequency graphs, P5 was able to identify that her son showed challenging behaviors,
mostly during physical therapy sessions.
The caregivers became not only more aware of their child’s challenging behaviors but also more
reflective of their response strategies. Building on the ABC model, GeniAuti required caregivers to
record how they responded to their child’s challenging behaviors (‘C’). Therefore, they naturally
came to be more reflective about whether they appropriately respond to the child’s behaviors.
Three participants (P2, P3, P8) noted that these practices helped them discover which strategies
worked for their children. P3 explained, “If I didn’t track, I couldn’t really remember which worked
and which didn’t. Now that I have records, I can see when one didn’t work and that I should try different
ways next time.” This understanding enabled caregivers to speculate about how to improve their
response strategies. Six participants (P3, P4, P8, P12, P13, P14) indicated that reviewing the data
allowed them to consider how they could better respond to their children’s challenging behaviors.
Furthermore, being a collaborative tool for caregivers to share behavioral data with their clinical
experts, GeniAuti implicitly nudged caregivers to respond to their children’s challenging behaviors
in the ways that the clinical experts recommended. For example, P3 said: “When my daughter
experiences meltdowns, she bursts into tears and screams very loudly in public. Her therapist has
recommended not paying attention to it at all, but I used to try everything to calm her because it was
very hard to ignore others’ judgmental looks. [. . . ] As I had to record and share data with my child’s
doctor when my daughter had meltdowns in public, I decided not to show any reaction, even when all
the people passing by were staring at us.”
6.2

Challenges of Logging Behaviors in Social Circumstances

Some of our participants found it beneficial that GeniAuti made their recording process easier in
everyday life. Five participants (P5, P8, P10, P15, P17) mentioned that they found it convenient
to utilize preregistered options (i.e., frequent behaviors) when tracking. P15 said: “After adding
a few options that suited my child, I was able to complete recording in 2–3 minutes. That was so
convenient!” (P15) Similarly, P5 and P10 appreciated that they were able to log data conveniently
with the frequent behavior feature without having to manually enter data.
Despite the perceived benefits of various scaffolding features, we observed several logistical
challenges that the caregivers experienced during behavioral incidents. Participants mentioned
they found it challenging to log data at the moment as they had to intervene in their children’s
challenging behaviors. P15 said, “I do believe that the timer widget is a useful feature, but I couldn’t
use it at all. When my child exhibited aggressive behaviors, I sometimes didn’t have my phone nearby
or I barely had time to press the timer.” (P15) Therefore, 13 participants reported that they made data
entries later on, rather than immediately after each behavioral incident, often after their child fell
asleep. They mentioned that they often ended up forgetting to make a data entry or the details of
the incidents when they did not record them right away.
Many participants also mentioned the distraction and noise during behavioral incidents hindered
both modes of the data entries, manual typing and voice recognition. Three (P4, P5, P7) said it was
difficult to organize their thoughts about the complex behavior incidents before typing data due to
the distraction their children engaged in challenging behaviors. Two participants (P3, P8) mentioned
that they could not use the voice recognition feature due to similar issues. Since screaming and/or
crying behaviors were common among our participants’ children, seven participants’ logged those
behaviors. P3 mentioned that her child often screamed and cried at the top of her lungs, so she
could not use the voice recognition feature at all. Due to this challenge, our participants made
minimal use of the voice recognition feature.
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In addition, some caregivers could not use their smartphones in front of the children due to their
excessive immersion in smartphone use. In many cases, children’s challenging behaviors were
related to the use of smartphones. For example, P12 and P13’s children threw away things when
their mothers told them to stop playing with a smartphone. P9’s child urinated sitting in the chair
when he was immersed in watching Youtube videos on a smartphone. Therefore, they tried to avoid
using a smartphone in front of their children as much as they could and ended up logging data
mostly at night after their child went to sleep.
Furthermore, oftentimes challenging behaviors occurred too frequently for caregivers to log
every time. Five caregivers (P3, P5, P8, P9, P13) stated they were unable to track every challenging
behavior as they occurred too often. P5 felt confused about specifying when her child exhibited
challenging behaviors: “He poked his eyes, so I started to record it right away, but he poked his eyes
again in a minute even before I finished recording the previous one.”
In other cases, participants experienced emotional struggles that hindered in situ data collection.
Participants mentioned that they were not ready for recording right after the episodes because of
their emotional exhaustion. P9 described: “I tried to collect myself before logging data when I became
really upset because of my child’s challenging behaviors.” (P9) The repetitive tracking of challenging
behaviors provoked emotional exhaustion for some caregivers. Four caregivers (P5, P9, P16, P17)
noted the negative feelings resulting from repetitively tracking challenging behaviors. P17 reported
that “As I recorded more, I felt more anxious about my child wondering if his status was that serious.”
E2 noted that P9, who had used GeniAuti beyond the study period, ended up stopping tracking
because she was too frustrated that her adolescent child kept showing inappropriate urination.
6.3

Emotional Benefits of Behavioral Tracking by Discovering Positive Moments

Although logging in GeniAuti was sometimes emotionally challenging for caregivers, many also
experienced emotional benefits from tracking. P5 and P6 appreciated the times when their children’s
challenging behaviors improved through reviewing the frequency chart and severity trends. P3
valued that GeniAuti helped improve her husband’s understanding of her daily struggles as their
child’s primary caregiver, as sharing data allowed him to review concrete examples of behavior
incidents: “Rather than me saying I had a rough day with my daughter, I felt it was more effective for
him to see how many times and how hard she pushed me.”.
Some participants used GeniAuti to highlight areas where their child’s behaviors had improved
even though its tracking structure did not specifically support such usage. P10 recorded when
her child ‘almost’ exhibited challenging behaviors: “My child has ups and downs. He sometimes
shows several challenging behaviors in a row and then doesn’t show any for a while. I often can’t
remember what he was like when not showing challenging behaviors. I wanted to keep those records,
too.” (P10) Similarly, P12 pointed out that she wanted to track days when her child did not show
any challenging behaviors: “It’s about recording challenging behaviors, so I didn’t have to create logs
when he didn’t show any. But I felt it would be great to document cases where he was in a bad mood
but didn’t have an outburst. Our goal is to improve on challenging behaviors, so why don’t we log the
improvements?” We found this need aligned with clinical experts’ strategies of examining not only
severe challenging behavior incidents, but also cases when they were successfully managed: “We
examine not only the worst days but also the best days, like what their schedule looked like, who they
were with, etc., to continue them.” (E3)
6.4

Facilitating Collaborative Planning of Intervention Strategies through Clinically
Structured Caregiver-Tracked Data

We found GeniAuti helped caregivers and clinical experts collaboratively plan data-driven intervention strategies tailored to each child. First, GeniAuti supported the clinical experts’ practices
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for integrating data to prepare for consultation sessions with caregivers. Using GeniAuti reduced
clinical experts’ integration burden by automatically creating tables and graphs. E2 mentioned,
“I used to type what caregivers wrote down on paper ABC forms, and then create tables and graphs
using Excel and Powerpoint for review. It was nice that GeniAuti created them automatically.” In
addition, participants described the benefits of sharing caregiver-tracked data with clinical experts
in real-time. E2 and E3 used to collect the ABC forms that caregivers had filled out during the
week in their weekly consultation sessions, analyze the data, and give comments to each caregiver
in the following session, which meant there used to be at least a week-long gap between data
collection and review with experts. After using GeniAuti, clinical experts valued that GeniAuti
offered them real-time access to the caregiver-tracked data. E3 said, “When I used paper forms, I
could only get the data when I met parents in person for weekly sessions. And this hasn’t been possible
after the pandemic. Using GeniAuti, I was able to check how the children were doing whenever I was
curious.” The real-time access to caregiver-tracked data helped clinical experts better prepare for
the following consultations and provide caregivers more timely comments. E3 described: “When I
noticed that the frequency of challenging behaviors of the child increased abruptly or a new pattern
of behavior [from the data], I was able to prepare for new interventions for the child before the next
session.”
The use of GeniAuti also contributed to more efficient caregiver–clinician communication. All
three clinical experts appreciated having caregiver-tracked data that they could refer to during their
consultation sessions. There were benefits of having structured logs and visualizations through
GeniAuti in reducing unnecessarily lengthy caregiver–clinician communication. For example, E1
said: “When I ask parents how their child has been doing, they often talk about the first thing that
comes to their mind or the most difficult time they had. Many times, they are confused about what
happened before and after, and then it gets very lengthy. [...] It was much better for me to walk through
the data through GeniAuti to find discussion points quickly.” Caregivers also appreciated that their
conversations with clinical experts became more efficient and effective by allowing clinical experts
to walk through their data. Five participants (P7, P11, P12, P14, P18) liked that they did not have to
memorize and explain what they have gone through between the consultations to clinical experts.
In addition, using GeniAuti assisted clinical experts in looking into challenging behavior incidents
more objectively by quantifying some aspects of the behaviors. E1 highlighted that reviewing
GeniAuti data helped her understand each child’s challenging behaviors in a more objective way:
“Parents’ descriptions are sometimes very subjective, like, ‘He drove me crazy last week.’ Then it is very
hard for me to understand how severe it was. With the structured logs and charts, I was able to see the
patterns in a more objective way.”
Furthermore, caregivers felt that they received more detailed feedback from clinical experts
during their consultation. Building on a commonly-used data collection method (ABC model)
in clinical settings, caregivers were able to generate logs that fit clinical needs, which assisted
clinical experts in providing more concrete, individualized feedback on how to mitigate challenging
behaviors. After reviewing the data, E1 told P1 that she needed to continue ignoring her child’s
emotional crying, as paying attention could reinforce the behavior. P1 said: “I used to explain what I
thought was important, but I felt I got much more concrete feedback on which strategies were good or
bad when having a discussion with my logs.”
6.5

Conflicting Views of Caregivers and Clinicians on Interpreting Challenging
Behaviors

Engaging caregivers in clinically structured tracking practices with GeniAuti occasionally led
to conflicts or tensions in interpreting children’s behaviors. We found that clinical-based data
collection structures could conflict with the caregivers’ viewpoints on their children’s behaviors.
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Specifically, caregivers sometimes had difficulty specifying the cause of the behavior (function)
among the four options GeniAuti provided. Four participants (P5, P7, P8, P11) noted that they
could not identify causes of their children’s challenging behaviors at all: “I often felt that my son
pinched me for no reason; I couldn’t understand why at all.” (P11) Similarly, three participants (P1,
P8, P10) were skeptical about documenting what happened right before the challenging behavior
occurred (antecedents). P8 stated, “What happened before she hit me? She was just in the car with
me, looking outside peacefully. Then she hit me out of nowhere.” Furthermore, eight participants
(P1, P2, P7, P8, P10, P12, P15, P19) reported that the four functions provided by GeniAuti did not
match their perceived causes of their children’s challenging behaviors, feeling that challenging
behaviors were caused by their children’s inner thoughts and feelings, which they could not observe
and therefore track. For instance, P8 assumed her child’s challenging behaviors were related to
emotional stress experienced a few hours or even a few days before, rather than what happened
right before them. Similarly, P10 guessed the reason her child hit his father as follows: “He can’t
describe such complicated feelings, but I guess he was constantly reminded of the feelings he had when
his father had gotten angry at him long before, even when his father did nothing to him at that time.”
The conflicting views often led to disagreement between the caregivers’ and experts’ interpretations of the children’s challenging behaviors. We found sharing caregiver-tracked data through
GeniAuti during the consultations made the tension visible and could even have promoted it. Clinical experts raised a concern that caregivers often interpreted their child’s challenging behaviors
in a subjective manner without evidence. However, some caregivers had strong enough opinions
about the causes of the behaviors that they could not take experts’ advice. For example, P9 strongly
believed that her child’s challenging behaviors became severe due to physical and psychological
factors after her child gained weight. On the other hand, E2 thought his challenging behaviors had
multiple functions resulting from environmental factors, such as seeking attention from his mother
and avoidance of physical therapy sessions. Similarly, P15 felt frustrated that she was unable to find
any particular function for her child’s head-butting behaviors other than sleepiness, whereas E3
thought that P15 was missing something: “[E3] says there must be a specific reason for such behaviors,
but I can’t find any even though I have tried for years. I think it is that he [E3’s child] cannot handle
himself when he becomes tired and sleepy. Theoretically, there should be a reason, but the real world
doesn’t always follow theories.” (P15) This tension led P15 to collect more data; she created 148 items
during her study participation (35 days), which was higher than any other participant. Despite the
intensive data collection practice, P15 still remained confused at the end of the study.

7

DISCUSSION

Through our deployment study, we found that caregivers perceived benefits in becoming more
attentive and reflective to behavioral contexts and discovering positive moments using GeniAuti.
Our findings also suggest the benefits of bringing clinical needs into caregiver-facing tools in
collaboration with clinical experts. Clinical experts perceived that structured logs and visualizations
of GeniAuti based on the ABC model and quantified aspects of challenging behaviors facilitated
more efficient and effective communication with caregivers. However, our study also surfaced
challenges in conflicting views between caregivers and clinical experts on interpreting challenging
behaviors. Our findings shed light on the design of caregivers’ tracking in emotion-laden domains in
collaboration with clinicians by (1) ensuring all stakeholders data needs are recognized in behavioral
care, (2) promoting negotiation between caregivers and clinicians to close the perspective gap,
(3) listening to caregivers’ emotional needs, and (4) enabling tracking non-events for recognizing
positive moments.
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Ensuring Caregivers, Clinicians, and Children’s Data Needs are Recognized in
Behavioral Care

Our findings indicated that the tracking structure of GeniAuti supported the goals of both caregivers
and clinical experts for understanding the relationships between factors that influence challenging
behaviors in daily settings. Through collecting clinically structured behavioral data using GeniAuti,
caregivers and clinical experts both reported that they were able to gain useful data to identify
factors that impact children’s challenging behavior incidents. Having such data supported the
experts in providing tailored recommendations for how the caregivers could change their response
strategies and enabled more efficient caregiver–clinician communication in clinical consultations.
This finding is consistent with prior work emphasizing the value of leveraging structured clinical
data collection forms in promoting collaboration among different stakeholders [38, 55, 83, 86].
Despite such benefits, our findings during the study pointed to challenges in observationbased tracking by caregivers. GeniAuti’s tracking structure is based on the ABC model, which
has an underlying assumption that the cause of challenging behaviors can be best understood
based on the observations and documentation of the environmental factors including others’
behaviors (e.g., therapists, caregivers). However, some of our caregiver participants had a hard
time determining the relationship between the environmental factors they could observe and
their children’s challenging behaviors. They often felt their children’s challenging behaviors were
unrelated to any environmental factors but rather related to other internal factors (e.g., fatigue,
excessive arousal, anxiety, stress). However, our expert collaborators found it concerning that
some caregivers discounted their potential influence on their children’s behaviors and developed
hypotheses without evidence and clinical support.
From the perspective of personal informatics, observation-based tracking is limited compared to
tracking a person’s own behaviors and thoughts, as it can only capture what is observable. Inner
thoughts and feelings of the person being tracked are more challenging for another person to capture.
Unlike previous behavioral tracking systems leveraging physiological sensing data [1, 67, 76],
GeniAuti leveraged observation-based manual tracking which involves individuals’ interpretation
of the situations. Since caregivers are not professionally trained to conduct behavioral observation in
most cases, there is a potential risk that they make flawed or inaccurate interpretations about whom
they are observing [88], which introduces further challenges in integrating caregiver-tracked data
into clinical settings. Physiological sensing can potentially supplement observation-based tracking
by helping autistic children better communicate their emotional status with their caregivers and
clinicians [67, 82]. However, leveraging these sensors requires careful consideration of privacy
concerns of children whose behaviors are being observed [30, 31].
Engaging autistic children as care recipients in the co-design of technology support for behavioral
challenge can further surface how different stakeholder needs align or are in tension with one
another. Previous studies have shown the value of developing ways to better engage autistic
children and adolescents in their mental and behavioral care [26, 41]. Supporting autistic children
and adolescents to customize their own trackers with personalized goals can empower them to
engage in active self-management and better communicate with their caregivers [41]. In the setting
where GeniAuti was designed and deployed, the children had limited verbal communication skills.
Developing methods for engaging these children in the design process is an important opportunity
for future work.
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Promoting Negotiations between Caregivers and Clinicians to Close the Perspective
Gap

Challenging behavior interventions ultimately aim to modify behaviors of children, and how
caregivers respond to their child’s challenging behaviors greatly influences the behaviors. Therefore,
similar to prior work where caregivers take on primary tracking roles [34, 74, 88], GeniAuti primarily
aimed to change caregivers’ verbal and behavioral response strategies as a precursor to modifying
children’s behaviors. In pursuit of this goal, GeniAuti required caregivers to observe and document
their own behaviors alongside their children’s behaviors. Unlike previous work in challenging
behavior tracking, in which caregivers were mere consumers of the data collected by experts
[31, 39] or passive recorders by marking what is perceived as challenging behaviors through video
capture systems [69], caregivers were actively engaged in multiple roles in the tracking process
using GeniAuti, such as observing their children and themselves, logging data, reflecting on the
causes of the behaviors. Consistent with prior work in patient–provider collaboration around
patient-tracked data [15, 16], this practice led caregivers to potentially change their own behaviors
by learning about more and less effective strategies for caring for their children, speculating about
how to improve their response strategies, and further sticking to expert recommendations.
However, we also observed significant tension when caregivers and clinical experts had different
opinions about how to interpret the child’s challenging behaviors, which might have hindered
caregiver–clinician collaboration to better manage children’s behavioral health. From clinical experts’ perspective, such tension occurred when caregivers had rigid viewpoints about the causes of
their children’s challenging behaviors, leading them to be less receptive to the experts’ recommendations. On the other hand, caregivers felt that clinical experts were not listening to their opinions
on the causes of their child’s challenging behaviors. Bringing clinical needs into caregivers’ tracking
tools surfaces the potential tension between caregivers and clinicians around how to interpret the
data to develop behavior interventions for the children. This finding is consistent with prior work
that showed conflicting interpretations between patients and clinicians around patient-tracked
data [16, 37, 80]. In light of the framework of boundary negotiating artifacts [47], while GeniAuti
seemed to work as an effective compilation artifact to facilitate sharing information and structuring
artifact to guide caregiver’s response strategies, it might have failed to serve as an inclusion artifact
to facilitate negotiation and discussion between caregivers and clinical experts.
The tension between caregivers and clinicians might suggest an important learning opportunity
for both stakeholders to better understand each other’s goals and perspectives. Prior work has
highlighted design opportunities for patient(caregiver)–provider collaboration to support identifying misalignment in perspectives [72] and adapting to where each other is in the learning process
[77]. Aligning with this work, we suggest that future technology support for caregiver–clinician
collaboration around childcare should provide explicit mechanisms for learning about and negotiating different perspectives. For example, providing specific conversational prompts about children’s
behaviors or annotation features could help ensure that they discuss critical information from each
side [77] and gain situated understanding of each other’s perspectives [16, 17, 72, 77]. Incorporating
photo- or video-based artifacts as boundary negotiating artifacts into tracking technology for
caregivers could also help resolve disagreements between caregivers and clinicians in behavioral
care [16, 17, 83]. Collecting more data, however, could exacerbate the perspective gap between
these stakeholders, leading them to become more defensive and emboldened by the data they
have on their side. Addressing these tensions would benefit from further research on supporting
caregivers and clinicians in collaboratively defining what data to capture and how to negotiate
differing perspectives in reviewing the data for behavioral care.
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Tracking as a Listening Tool for Caregivers

Through deploying GeniAuti, we learned about the lived experiences of caregivers taking care of
children who engage in challenging behaviors, which included significant physical and emotional
struggles. Documenting repetitive challenging behaviors was often physically and emotionally
taxing for caregivers and a reminder of the daily struggles of caring for children who exhibit
challenging behaviors. The findings on the difficulty of integrating clinically relevant metrics into
tracking tools are consistent with prior Personal Informatics literature in emotion-laden domains
[3, 4, 19, 20]. Figueiredo et al.’s work highlights that people engaging in fertility tracking experience
frustration and distress due to uncertainty, specifically not being able to find an answer to a
“why” question nor control many of the health indicators despite their tracking efforts [19, 20]. In
addition, Ancker et al. suggest that personal health data might carry strong moral implications
and patients often judge themselves based on the data [3]. Caregiver-based challenging behavior
tracking shares many similar aspects, such as limited scientific knowledge about challenging
behavior, the subjective and individualized nature, and low control on their children’s behaviors.
On top of that, in caregiver-based challenging behavior tracking, caregivers suffer from added
frustration and distress due to not being able to get an answer from their child on “why” they
engage in challenging behaviors when their children have limited verbal communication skills, the
physical risk of aggressive or self-injurious behaviors, and unpredictability of when and where
their children might show such behaviors. Furthermore, caregiver-tracked data might have stronger
moral implications that introduce or exacerbate caregivers’ self-guilt [11].
Being a clinically structured tracking tool, GeniAuti helped caregivers collect clinically relevant
data. However, as a consequence of bringing solely clinical needs into tracking tools, caregivers
sometimes felt that their tracking experiences with GeniAuti were cold or emotionless, as they
did not consider their emotional burdens managing and documenting their children’s challenging
behaviors. Furthermore, when the data was relayed to other stakeholders such as clinical experts or
co-caregivers who had less understanding and sympathy for the lived-in experience of caregiving,
the frigidness of the interaction might have been exacerbated. While GeniAuti helped caregivers
collect clinically relevant data and engage in efficient caregiver–clinician communication, it might
have failed to serve as a tool that appeared to listen to caregivers or understand the struggles
of tracking and the everyday experiences of their children’s challenging behaviors. We see an
opportunity for tracking technology to better serve as a listening tool for caregivers who engage in
emotion-laden tracking. To assist caregivers in coping with their emotional challenges, caregiverbased tracking systems should leverage the benefits of self-tracking in supporting mindful journaling
practices, and a room to vent about their emotional struggles [4, 5, 41, 49] beyond clinical metrics
for children’s health. Such systems could also incorporate ways to provide situated support for
reducing parental stress [73]. Tracking systems can also support caregivers in sharing the data to
allow family or friends to better understand their daily challenges. As prior work has suggested
[35, 84], sharing data about caregiving activities and daily stress with co-caregivers can help them
better empathize with and provide emotional support to primary caregivers engaging in emotionladen tracking. We similarly see value in sharing similar data with clinicians because they often
lack awareness or understanding of caregivers’ daily challenges as well.
7.4

Tracking Non-Events for Recognizing Positive Aspects

Despite the emotional struggles of documenting their children’s challenging behaviors in daily
settings, some participants found emotional benefits in tracking when they discovered positive
moments in their childcare. In contrast to tracking in some domains might have little room for
individuals to find gradual progress or success other than achieving a single goal (e.g., fertility
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tracking to get pregnant) [19, 20], challenging behavior tracking has a potential to motivate caregivers to find small achievements or improvements. When reviewing data, some of our participants
recognized moments when their children’s challenging behaviors improved in terms of frequency
or severity, which made them feel relieved. Others tracked or wanted to track incidents when their
children exhibited almost, but not quite, challenging behaviors to support reminiscence around
successful moments. They mentioned that otherwise, they might not be able to remember if lapses
in data were intended or due to successes or improvements when reflecting later.
These findings resonate with prior work in Personal Informatics [62, 66, 80] regarding the value
of highlighting successes or improvements through self-tracking systems. Specifically, Matthew
et al. [62] suggested the value of accounting for tracking and representing a “zero” day, meaning
nothing prominent happened in self-tracking systems for individuals with bipolar disorder. Similarly,
Marcu et al. [55] highlighted the need for encouraging awareness of desired behaviors as well as
undesired behaviors when tracking children’s behaviors for developing behavioral interventions.
Extending the prior work’s arguments, we suggest implications for designing tracking systems
for caregivers to promote positive aspects of a journey to managing their children’s behavioral
challenges, aligning with more celebratory approaches to technology design [27]. Caregivers were
not expected to log data in GeniAuti when their children did not exhibit challenging or erratic
behaviors. However, caregivers found value in recording and reminiscing days when children did
not show any challenging behaviors as they offered emotional benefits as well as insights to better
intervene around the children’s behaviors. This finding also resonates with previous studies that
highlighted the sentimental value of children’s health-related data for caregivers [38, 83]. Based
on the findings, we suggest that there is an opportunity for tracking systems to actively scaffold
tracking “non-events” in order to encourage users who engage in emotion-laden tracking to record
and reflect on reminiscing and celebrating such positive experiences.
8

CONCLUSION

Our deployment of GeniAuti demonstrated that leveraging a clinical data collection form and
providing scaffolding features for collecting, reflecting on, and sharing data in everyday life helped
caregivers become more attentive and reflective to behavioral contexts, discover positive moments,
and better collaborate with clinical experts to develop tailored intervention strategies. Caregivers’
tracking of challenging behaviors offers opportunities and challenges for supporting tracking
in emotion-laden domains in collaboration with clinicians, such as the need for recognizing all
stakeholders’ needs in behavioral care, promoting negotiations between caregivers and clinicians
to close the perspective gap, listening to caregivers’ emotional needs, and recognizing positive
moments. We argue that further research in this area, particularly regarding how to incorporate
and better utilize caregivers’ computer-supported tracking practices into clinical contexts, can
enhance caregivers’ ability to deal with their children’s challenging behaviors.
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